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Figure 1: An example of a waterfall scene, the Iron Hole, on the island of La Réunion. Left: Photo of the real site c© Serge
Gélabert. Center: Our result after 10 minutes of interactive procedural modeling, starting from a similar terrain model. The
scene contains 36 elements interconnected by pools and rivers, deforming the terrain and controlling the flow. Right: Visualiza-
tion of the control elements that we used to create the waterfall network.
Abstract
Combining procedural generation and user control is a fundamental challenge for the interactive design of nat-
ural scenery. This is particularly true for modeling complex waterfall scenes where, in addition to taking charge
of geometric details, an ideal tool should also provide a user with the freedom to shape the running streams and
falls, while automatically maintaining physical plausibility in terms of flow network, embedding into the terrain,
and visual aspects of the waterfalls. We present the first solution for the interactive procedural design of coherent
waterfall scenes. Our system combines vectorial editing, where the user assembles elements to create a water-
fall network over an existing terrain, with a procedural model that parameterizes these elements from hydraulic
exchanges; enforces consistency between the terrain and the flow; and generates detailed geometry, animated tex-
tures, and shaders for the waterfalls and their surroundings. The tool is interactive, yielding visual feedback after
each edit.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling—Physically based modeling
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‡ poulin@iro.umontreal.ca
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1. Introduction
Procedural modeling is a great paradigm for automatic mod-
eling of complex objects and scenes, and it has been applied
to many problems including terrains, trees, buildings, streets,
and cities. In addition to its efficiency for generating com-
plex details, its power lies in its ability to ensure that certain
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constraints are respected (for instance from a physical, bi-
ological, or architectural viewpoint), making it much easier
for the user to create plausible models.
However, when one has a very specific goal in mind, con-
trolling the many intricate parameters of these automatic
procedures can be very cumbersome. In such situations, it
would be great to have access to an interactive system en-
abling the user to handle the coarse design, while the system
automatically ensures consistency and support for the proce-
dural generation of all the details. In this paper, we apply this
paradigm of interconnected procedural generation and inter-
active user-control, to the difficult task of modeling coherent
waterfall scenes.
Waterfalls offer some of the most beautiful settings in na-
ture. Despite this, no easy-to-use method for designing wa-
terfall scenes has been developed so far in computer graph-
ics. One solution consists of using physically based simu-
lation of fluids on top of a modified terrain. Unfortunately,
modeling a terrain in order to produce specific waterfalls
is an extremely daunting task. Fluid simulation depends on
slopes, collisions, riverbeds, source influx, water properties,
flow speed, etc. All the work of deforming a terrain does
not ensure the final appearance of a waterfall, as these mutu-
ally dependent constraints and the governing physical laws
are complex and highly nonlinear. Another potential solution
consists of manually creating a few waterfalls with standard
modeling tools, using manifold meshes and/or particles, and
then positioning them along the terrain and connecting them
by streams. In this long and tedious process, the artist also
needs to manually maintain the consistency between the ter-
rain and waterfalls, as well as the self-consistency of the wa-
terfall network.
In this paper, we combine interactive and procedural
methods to enable fast and easy design of plausible water-
fall scenes. Our solution, based on a new interactive proce-
dural model for flowing-water networks, allows users to eas-
ily shape complex waterfall scenes while automatically en-
forcing the physical consistency of the results, both in terms
of hydraulic flow and of plausible embedding into the ter-
rain. Coherence is enforced at several levels, ensuring that
the flow always goes downstream, the user-edited water net-
work follows the terrain (or the terrain is adapted to the net-
work), the flow is distributed in the network without loss or
gain of volume, and that the type of waterfall and the appear-
ance of water is adapted to the flow. Our main contributions
include:
• a slope-flow diagram-based classification of waterfalls;
• three parametric models for designing waterfall elements;
• a procedural method for ensuring waterfall network con-
sistency;
• automatic methods for locally adapting user-input water
trajectories to the terrain and/or the terrain to the flow.
All these contributions combine into a framework allowing
an artistic approach to river and waterfall design. The result-
ing scene could either be used as a synthetic environment
for games or films, or as an initial setup for further refine-
ment through physically based fluid simulation when more
sophisticated simulation effects are needed.
2. Previous Work
Many types of procedural methods [STBB14] have been
designed for specific types of objects, including ter-
rains [GGG∗13], plants [LRBP12], buildings [LWW08],
cities [CEW∗08], road networks [GPGB11], and vil-
lages [EBP∗12]. To our knowledge, no previous work ad-
dresses the procedural modeling of waterfall scenes. We
therefore focus our literature review on the modeling of
rivers, waterfalls, and terrains, which are key elements for
our problem.
2.1. Rivers and Waterfalls
Most previous methods for creating running-water elements,
from rivers to waterfalls, consist in simulating shallow wa-
ter flows over an existing terrain [KM90, HW04, KW06,
TMFSG07, YNBH09, LH10, BSW10, CM10]. In particular,
particle systems are heavily used for generating waterfalls.
However, even when optimized with hierarchical or screen-
space methods [BSW10], these approaches suffer from the
inherent complexity of simulating networks of running water
over large environments. Moreover, they only provide indi-
rect control on the nature of waterfalls and on the trajectories
of streams, the latter being dictated by the geometry of the
underlying terrain.
To increase user control over complex waterfalls, Sak-
aguchi et al. [SDZ∗07] introduce pre-tuned particle systems
designed to capture specific types of waterfalls. These sys-
tems are assembled by the user to generate visually complex
scenes. Another solution [GCZ∗06] directly creates water-
fall scenes by placing polygonal primitives over the terrain,
and renders them using animated textures. However, in both
cases, the consistency within the flow network and between
the terrain and waterfall elements needs to be manually en-
sured by the user.
As with these two last approaches, we move away from
pure simulation methods in order to give more control to the
user. However, we do so while maintaining the main benefits
of physically based simulation, namely automatically ensur-
ing a coherent result. This includes both that flow strengths
are coherent between the elements of the waterfall network
and that each flow segment is geometrically consistent with
respect to the underlying terrain. The way our user-designed
vector elements control flow trajectories is similar in spirit
to the sketch-based approach from Bhat et al. [BSHK04] for
editing videos of 2D flows, although their method is based
on video processing only and does not address the problem
of plausibly embedding water flows into a 3D terrain.
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Although we do not use their simulation methods, we
rely on rendering techniques introduced in previous work
to display the aspects of waterfall scenes in real time: Yu
et al. [YNBH09] derive an animated texture from the mo-
tion of particles simulated at the surface of a river, which ef-
fectively provides the appearance of a complex fluid. These
textures can be augmented with their flow skirting around
stones and borders [YNS11]. Instead, Van Hoesel [vH11]
tiles flow textures and modulates their application on the wa-
ter surface polygons according to the flow speed. His method
proves to be quite efficient, compact, and effective. Zhu et
al. [ZIH∗11] introduce an interactive flow and diffusion edi-
tor with a sketching interface. The flow textures we use com-
bine ideas from all of these approaches, and are enhanced
by simple forms of particle systems, inspired by work from
Holmberg and Wünsche [HW04].
2.2. Terrains
Allowing users to design a specific waterfall scene over
some input terrain requires automatic ways of adapting the
terrain in order to ensure consistency with the flow. We
therefore briefly review previous methods for terrain gen-
eration and editing.
Most terrain models are represented using a 2.5D height-
field that is well adapted to GPU processing, enabling the
handling of very large environments [LH04,BN08]. In con-
trast, Peytavie et al. [PGGM09] introduce a specific piling
model for capturing complex terrain structures, such as over-
hangs and caves that can be observed at the top of free-falls
or near pools at their bottom. In our work, we instead adapt
a horizontal displacement method [GM01] to capture over-
hangs over a standard heightfield representation.
Many solutions exist for terrain generation and edit-
ing [SDKT∗09], from fully procedural methods to those
combining examples or textures with sketch-based interac-
tion. We focus on the latter, since they could be adapted to
control some local deformations of the terrain.
Hydraulic erosion methods [BTHB06,MDH07,ŠBBK08]
simulate the effect of water flows on the progressive sculpt-
ing of terrains, which results in very realistic landscapes.
However, here the control is indirect since the flow depends
on the current terrain. Therefore, this approach is not suit-
able for our problem. Closer to our concerns, Génevaux et
al. [GGG∗13] present a procedural method for generating
terrains based on hydrology: a realistic terrain is fully gen-
erated from dense hydraulic graphs. Unfortunately, their ap-
proach does not directly address our goal: we are instead
looking for plausible ways to locally edit an existing terrain
in order to make it consistent with user-designed flow net-
works.
Re-using existing terrains to match user specifications,
such as sketches, is generally accomplished using texture-
based approaches, where heightfield patches from the input
terrain are combined to match user constraints [ZSTR07,
TGM13]. We are rather interested in local, feature-based
editing of the input terrain, to have it match the range of
slopes and local geometry consistently with user-designed
flow networks. We are therefore inspired by feature-based
terrain generation methods [HGA∗10, BMV∗11, GMS09],
and we adapt them for the first time to the editing of an ex-
isting heightfield.
3. Overview of our Method
The key goal of our method is to leave coarse design of wa-
terfall scenes in the hands of the user, while providing auto-
matic ways to generate plausible and detailed results.
In the real world, flow networks formed by complex wa-
terfalls, such as the one in Figure 1(left), include free-falls,
segments where running water remains in contact with the
terrain, as well as pools. Moreover, each of these segments
can be of many different types, from rivers to rapids for
the ones in contact with the terrain, and from plunges to
cataracts for free-falls. Having to manually select plausible
types for each segment of a full network would be both te-
dious and require specialized knowledge from the user.
Below we propose a two-level classification for segments
of waterfall networks, enabling us to leave the choice of low-
level classes to the user, while automatically computing the
most appropriate running-water types from quantitative in-
formation, such as the slope of the underlying terrain and
the intensity of the flow. The processing pipeline that we use
for modeling a waterfall scene, based on this analysis, is pre-
sented next.
3.1. Two-level Classification for Running Water
Waterfall scenes are comprised of three types of elements:
running-water segments that remain in contact with the ter-
rain, free-fall segments where water is in the air, and pools
that receive water from the free-falls. Our goal is to provide
some coarse, intuitive control to the user, and we leave the
choice of these three classes, contact, free-fall, and pool, to
the user during interactive design.
In contrast, we would like to free the user from the manual
and explicit determination of the precise characteristics that
each running-water segment should take, because this can be
determined in a more plausible way using an automatic pro-
cedure. After studying the existing classifications of streams
and falls, we designed a new, slope-flow classification that
matches our goals, as explained next.
Running water can take on many forms, from rivers to
rapids, and from plunges to cataracts. See Figure 2 for an
illustration of these classes. Several classifications of water-
falls are proposed by hydrologists, geologists, and artists, in
order to capture this variety:
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stream river rapid cascade horsetail block cataract ledge plunge ribbon
Figure 2: Artistic drawings illustrating the different types of running water and free-falls that can be found in nature.
• volume-based classifications of waterfalls [Bei06] sort
waterfalls into classes by using a logarithmic scale over
the volume of water in the air at a given time. Although
easy to compute from quantitative information, this clas-
sification provides little clue on the visual aspect of the
fall. Moreover, it is restricted to free-falls, and therefore
does not fully meet our needs;
• geometric classifications, such as the one found in theWa-
terfall Lover’s Guides [DD06, Plu05] or the one depicted
in Figure 2, analyze the different types of geometries that
can be observed in nature. However, they only provide
visual information. No quantitative measurement is pro-
posed to automatically compute the class that a running-
water segment belongs to.
In this work, we would like to classify waterfall segments
from quantitative information, while getting visual clues en-
abling us to generate plausible 3D representations for each
segment. We therefore decided to augment the geometric
classification of Figure 2 with quantitative evaluation of the
classes, as in volume-based approaches. However, we need
measures applicable to both running water in contact with
the terrain and to free-falls, and therefore our solution is dif-
ferent.
By studying the existing geometric classifications and
looking at many real cases, we noticed that the geomet-
ric type of running water mostly depends on two important
quantitative parameters: the flow value (defined as the vol-
ume of water per second traveling through a cross-section of
the segment), and the local slope of the terrain. Intuitively,
when the flow decreases, a river becomes a stream, a cas-
cade becomes a horsetail, and a free-fall cataract becomes
a ledge. Meanwhile, if a given water flow is running on ter-
rains of increasing slope, a river tends to become a rapid, and
then eventually a block.
To provide a quantitative classification, we define the dif-
ferent classes of running-water segments as regions in a uni-
fied slope-flow diagram. This is done as follows: we first
used real examples to find a consistent set of seed values for
typical elements of each of the visual types depicted in Fig-
ure 2. These representative slope and flow values are listed
in the left columns of Table 1. The regions associated with
each class are then defined using a qualitative Voronoi seg-
mentation in slope-flow space. The resulting classification is
depicted in Figure 3. Note that the types of water flows on
the left of the division in red belong to contact waterfall seg-
ments, while those on the right belong to free-fall waterfall
segments.
We also used the visual classifications serving as refer-
ence to associate visual parameters with each type of ele-
ments in our classes, given in the columns to the right of
Table 1. These values will be used for generating the appro-
priate visual representation for each element of the waterfall
scene.
slope
Contact Free-fall
Stream
River
Rapid
Cascade
Horsetail
Cataract
Ledge
Plunge
Ribbon
Block
flo
w
Figure 3: Our classification of waterfall types.
3.2. Processing Pipeline
In the remainder of this paper, we define a waterfall network
as a network of waterfall segments and of pools. Waterfall
segments can either be of type contact (in contact with the
terrain) or of type free-fall (in the air).
Our processing pipeline, based on the two-level classifi-
cation we just defined, develops as follows (see Figure 4):
1. The user starts by creating a waterfall scene, building
an oriented vectorial controller network U over an exist-
ing terrain. This is done using three vectorial controllers
(contact, free-fall, and pool)all based on Cardinal splines.
Contact and pool are interactively created by using con-
trol points while free-falls are parabolas, automatically
parameterized by their start and end points. During inter-
action, controllers are not constrained to be placed in con-
tact with the terrain (since the terrain will be adapted later
according to the user design), but the flow is constrained
to go downhill along each segment of the controller net-
work. While the default flow intensities on each segment
of the network can be interactively tuned by the user, a
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Type Slope Flow Foam Rocks Dist. Part.
Ribbon pi/2 1 0 0.3 0 0
Plunge pi/2 2 1 0.4 0 0.2
Ledge pi/2 5 0 0.5 0 0.5
Cataract pi/2 8 1 1 1 1
Stream pi/16 2 0 0.2 0 0
River pi/32 5 0 0.2 0.1 0
Rapid pi/16 5 0.2 0.5 0.5 0
Cascade pi/8 3 0.5 1 1 0
Horsetail pi/4 2 1 0 0 0
Block pi/4 6 1 0 0.2 0
Table 1: Classification of running-water segments that may
appear in a waterfall network. The coordinates (slope, flow)
give the position of the class seed in the slope-flow dia-
gram of Figure 3. Slope is an average inclination in radi-
ans, while flow is expressed in “flow units”, which gives
an informal notion of relative proportions between waterfall
types. Foam, rocks, disturbance, and particle are parameters
(∈ [0,1]) used in our procedural generation of geometry and
for rendering.
consistent hydraulic graph G (with fully consistent flow
values) is automatically computed at the end of the inter-
active modeling process. (See Section 4)
2. The next step is the generation of the waterfall net-
work W , which uses the coarse water trajectories from
the controller network and the flow information from the
hydraulic graph to define a more precise representation
of the waterfall. In addition to directly using the control
curves that they defined, the user has the option of further
refining the geometry of the network through an auto-
matic procedure that locally adapts running-water trajec-
tories to the underlying terrain. Each curve of the network
is then divided into a number of water segments, whose
sub-class is determined by slope-flow classification from
Section 3.1. Finally, the last geometric parameters, such
as flow width and depth, are computed for each segment
of the waterfall network. (See Section 5)
3. Lastly, the 3D representation for the waterfall network,
called the integration mesh, is generated and embedded
into the scene through appropriate local deformations of
the terrain. Although they can include large changes, such
as digging a canyon to allow a stream to find its way
downhill (in the extreme case where the user designed
water segments go through a mountain), constraints ap-
plied to the terrain are mainly aimed at automatically
adding all the details that make the scene plausible: this
includes borders along streams, riverbeds, and the cre-
ation of overhangs behind free-falls. Appropriate deco-
rative elements such as trees and rocks are generated at
this stage, using the distance to the closest riverbed and
the class of the waterfall segment it belongs to as de-
Figure 4: Processing pipeline used for creating waterfall
scenes. The first step is the creation by the artist of the con-
troller network U . Then, a hydraulic graph G is generated;
the width of an arc encodes flow quantity. The waterfall net-
workW is then generated with a subdivision algorithm, and
the waterfall types are determined. Finally, the integration
mesh M is generated and used to deform the terrain and
generate the procedural details.
sign guidelines. Rendering attributes are also set from the
class of each segment. (See Section 6)
Note that we chose to compute a coherent hydraulic
graph G (Step 1 of the pipeline above) based on the con-
troller network U , i.e., from the coarse trajectories defined
by the user, before refining these trajectories into a water-
fall networkW . This enables us to use consistent flow val-
ues in Step 2, while refining water trajectories. This helps
us, for instance, to prevent large rivers from being refined
into a series of short twists when adapted to the terrain, al-
though a smaller stream would be allowed to be more wind-
ing. The fact that our algorithm interleaves geometric com-
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p
p
j,k-1
j,k
smin
Figure 5: Minimum slope constraints are imposed on each
curve of the controller network, to make it consistent with
the user-defined flow direction. Left: A controller network.
Right: The algorithm verifies that the minimum slope smin
is respected between the contact control points p j,k−1 and
p j,k. Since this is not the case, p j,k is lowered. All the sub-
sequent controller points will also respect this constraint. In
this figure, the pool control points are therefore lowered.
putation with consistency checks leads to more plausible re-
sults. The remainder of this paper details the three aforemen-
tioned steps of the pipeline.
4. From User Input to a Coherent Hydraulic Graph
We will discuss how the user creates the controller net-
work U (Section 4.1), how we generate the associated hy-
draulic graph G, and how we compute its flow (Section 4.2).
4.1. Controller Network Creation
The user builds a controller network U (Figure 4) by creat-
ing and manipulating different vectorial elements Vi and by
interconnecting them.
We define controllers using a Cardinal spline with a con-
troller type αi ∈ { free-fall, contact, pool }. The splines are
composed of a series of control points ∆i = {pi,k}, which
can be connected to control points from other controllers to
create a controller network (Figure 4 Step 1). Depending on
αi, controllers are set differently: a controller contact is cre-
ated by positioning a series of control points p over the ter-
rain. This controller is used to create all the elements that
remain in contact with the ground, such as rivers. The pool
controller has been introduced to create flat polygons, and
is used to create pool contours. Because a controller pool
is flat, the user first positions a horizontal plane in space,
and then traces a contour over the plane using control points.
Finally, the free-fall controller is used to create an element
that loses contact with the ground. Consequently, only a start
point and an end point can be positionned on the terrain, with
the lower point being typically placed inside a pool. The user
associates a flow direction to free-fall and contact curves.
During editing, point and curve magnets are used to fa-
cilitate the interactive creation of the connections between
elements, like in most classical vectorial editing tools. More-
over, the user can insert, delete, and move control points on
each curve, and cut or merge controller curves.
Projection. To facilitate the adaptation of the controller net-
work to the underlying terrain, users are provided with a pro-
jection tool, which can be used to project control points of
the Cardinal splines onto the terrain. If desired, they can also
define an offset from the terrain’s local height for each con-
trol point. When the projection tool is used for pools, which
are constrained to be flat, the pool level is automatically set
to the average height of all projected contour points.
Minimum slope. For the scene to remain consistent, the
system must ensure that all slopes set to the controller net-
work segments allow the water to flow downstream in the
user-defined direction. This is accomplished using automatic
correction of the user-defined positions, during a traversal of
the controller network (see Figure 5): starting with the flow
sources of the network, and traversing it in a topologically
sorted order, we check if each control point p j,k of curve ∆ j
of each controller maintains the minimum slope smin with
respect to its predecessor p j,k−1. If not, point p j,k is lowered
down to match the constraint, i.e., for each connection, we
check that all the outgoing nodes are lower than the incom-
ing nodes, and update their positions if needed. Pool contour
points are lowered, if necessary, according to the full set of
free-fall segments coming into the pool.
4.2. Hydraulic Graph Generation
The hydraulic graph G (Figure 4 Step 2) is an oriented graph,
generated from the controller network U , in which the flow
originates from the sources and exits by the wells. It is com-
posed by a set of nodes N j = (β j,γ j) and a set of arcs
Ak = ((Ni,N j),ηk,γk), where β j ∈ { source, well, branch,
pool } is its type, γ j is the flow going through the arc or the
node, and ηk ∈ { contact, free-fall } is the arc type.
For each controller Vi we create an arc if its type αi is
free-fall or contact, and create a node if αi is pool. Nodes
for sources and wells are introduced at the extremities of the
graph, branches are created at the intersections between con-
trollers.
4.2.1. Flow Computation
It would be time-consuming and non-intuitive in cases of
failure to perform a complex physical simulation on the flow
propagation in order to deduce the entire flow properties (in-
tensity, speed, etc.) everywhere along the network. We were
inspired by the interactive system of Zhu et al. [ZIH∗11],
and therefore simplified our hydraulic model by consider-
ing it as a “pipe-like” graph. This enables us to deal only,
at this stage, with flow exchanges at the nodes of the hy-
draulic graph. In the remainder of this section we detail how
to compute these flow exchanges using simple and intuitive
functions, while providing a coherent visual appearance.
Flow consistency. A hydraulic node should be at equilib-
rium, i.e., its incoming flow should equal its outgoing flow.
Expressing this at each node of the hydraulic graph leads
to a system of interconnected equations. There is generally
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an infinite number of solutions to this system. Therefore, in-
stead of using a global solver to find consistent flow values,
we solve them in succession for each node of the graph, ex-
ploring it in dependency order from sources to wells. This
enables us to take into account the user specifications for the
relative strength of the input flows, and to generate a solution
that best matches the coarse geometric trajectories in terms
of branching angles at each node. Our method for doing so
is explained next.
Separating incoming flow into outgoing branches. The
flow of an outgoing arc at a branch node Ni should depend
on the angles between the inflow and outflow arcs in order to
capture the natural course of water. For instance, we expect
that most of the flow should follow its own original direc-
tion.
LetX j be an input arc ofNi, and u j its incoming direction
(Figure 6). We distribute its flow γ j to each output arc Yk
with a direction vk according to a normalized weight:
w jk = 1+(u j ·vk) w¯ jk =
w jk
∑kw jk
.
Thus, the outgoing flow γk for arc Yk is computed as
γk = ∑
j
γ jw¯ jk.
u v0 2
v0 v1
Figure 6: Flow repartition in a branch. Left: Input and out-
put directions. Right: Resulting flow exchange, drawn as seg-
ment thicknesses.
Separating the flow out of pools. Because the shape of a
pool could be complex, distributing the flow according only
to the angles between inflows and outflows would not be re-
alistic, while computing a full simulation would be compu-
tationally expensive and not suitable for an interactive sys-
tem [ZIH∗11]. Instead, we simply distribute inflows equally
to all the outgoing arcs, except when we need to take the rel-
ative flow strength pre-set by the user into account for these
branches.
5. Waterfall Network Generation
In this section, we discuss the generation of a waterfall net-
workW from the controller network U , which contains the
waterfalls coarse trajectories, and the hydraulic graph G,
which contains the flow information. The waterfall network
is composed of waterfall segments Si, interconnected by wa-
terfall nodes Bi.
We start the construction process by subdividing the con-
troller trajectories and locally adapting them to the terrain
(Section 5.1). Then, we extract from them the waterfall
segments and nodes that form the waterfall network (Sec-
tion 5.2). We compute the type of each segment using the
classification from Section 3.1, and set its other parameters
while taking flow and slope into account.
5.1. Subdivision and Adaptation to Terrain
In order to procedurally improve the curves created by the
user, we provide a fractal-like subdivision scheme based on
midpoint displacement, which takes the underlying terrain
model into account (see Figure 7). Except for very intricate
terrains, our subdivision scheme approximates the natural
trajectory of a flow running down a slope while preserving
the global shape of the user-defined curve.
u
m
x
v
w
a
b
c
pi
pi+1
Figure 7: One step of our recursive subdivision process for
waterfall network segments: the segment formed by pi and
pi+1 is subdivided atm, which is moved along perpendicular
direction u. The final position x is the point that minimizes
our cost function C(x).
Let A j be an arc of the graph G, and Vi its correspond-
ing controller, with ∆ the points of the curve manually cre-
ated by the user, and γ the flow going through the arc. Con-
sider the segment formed by two consecutive points pi and
pi+1 . We subdivide this segment at its middle point m and
move it along direction u, perpendicular to this segment, hor-
izontally. This creates two new segments, V and W , repre-
sented by normalized vectors v and w. While the original
midpoint displacement method applies a random displace-
ment to m with a maximum amplitude τ, we instead search
for x=m+λu, λ ∈ [−τ,τ], minimizing the cost function:
C(x) = wgCg(x)+waCa(x)+wrCr(x)
where Cg(x) is the gradient cost, Ca(x) the angle cost, and
Cr(x) the random cost. The values wg, wa, and wr are weight
coefficients associated to the costs.
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Gradient cost. The gradient cost favors paths that follow
the slope of the terrain, and is defined as:
Cg(x)=
∫
V ‖g(t))‖ fp(v,g(t))dt+
∫
W ‖g(t))‖ fp(w,g(t))dt
‖pi+1−pi‖
,
fp(v,g(t)) =
(
−2v ·
g(t)
‖g(t)‖
)
+1,
where vector g(t) is the gradient of the terrain elevation at
position t. By integrating the elevation gradient along seg-
ments V and W , and by using the scalar product between
the gradient and the segment vectors (v or w) as a penalty
coefficient, the path will follow the slope and avoid obsta-
cles (Figure 7). Moreover, instead of simply using the scalar
product value as a penality coefficient, we use function fp to
penalize paths that follow the isolines (i.e., when the scalar
product with the gradient is zero); climbing a slope is penal-
ized even more severly. Consequently, this cost is low when
v and w are aligned in the same direction as the slope of the
terrain, and high otherwise.
Angle cost. The angle cost prevents undesirable sharp an-
gles that could appear between two consecutive segments,
because of their independent subdivisions. We take into ac-
count the angles a, b, and c (in radians), created at the intro-
duction of new point x (see Figure 7), as:
Ca(x) =
(
a
pi
)2
+
(
b
pi
)2
+
(
c
pi
)2
.
Random cost. Finally, to add fractal-like details on flat ter-
rains, we use the random cost Cr(x), which is negligible
when the other costs are high.
The segments are recursively subdivided until their length
is inferior to l. Displacement amplitude τ and detail size l
are set as:
τ = ‖u‖/2 l = γ/σ.
The minimum subdivision length l is proportional to the seg-
ment flow, where σ is a user parameter. This enables us to
get a more detailed trajectory for small flow values, enabling
streams to become more winding than rivers. In our proto-
type we use the following values: σ= 1/2, wg = 1, wa = 0.1,
and wr = 0.2 for all our examples.
5.2. Waterfall Network Construction
The waterfall network is composed of waterfall segments
Si = (ui,γi,κi,δi,εi,ζi) where ui is the segment vector,
γi is the flow going through the segment, κi ∈ { stream,
horsetail, cascade, rapid, block, river, ribbon, plunge, ledge,
cataract } is the waterfall type according to our classifica-
tion (Figure 3), δi is the speed of the flow, and εi and ζi are
respectively the width and depth of the riverbed. These seg-
ments are interconnected by waterfall nodes B j = (µ j,γ j,ζ j)

 

Figure 8: Triangular cross section of a waterfall segment,
with a constant flow.
where µ j ∈ { source, well, branch, pool } is the node type,
γ j the total incoming flow, and ζ j the depth.
Each segment vector ui is directly extracted from the sub-
divided trajectories (Figure 4), and its flow γi is equal to
the flow of its corresponding graph arc. All consecutive seg-
ments are connected by a branch node with only one input
and one output. The other segments are connected by the wa-
terfall nodes B j constructed from the hydraulic graph nodes
Nk and their associated controller Vl . The remaining parts
of this section describe how the other segment properties are
computed.
5.2.1. Waterfall Segment Type
For each waterfall segment Si, we know its slope si and its
flow γi. These values automatically determine the waterfall
segment’s type κi by casting its coordinates (si,γi) in the
slope-flow graph of Figure 3. We use Voronoi cells, whose
coordinates are detailed in Table 1, to determine to which
type the coordinates belong.
Note that if the user did not use a plausible waterfall con-
troller, e.g., if he created a free-fall on a flat terrain, or a
contact on a very steep terrain, the waterfall segment may be
outside of the valid range of values in the slope-flow graph.
In this case, the parametric model is still set using the clos-
est type, but the user is notified (i.e., the related segment is
drawn in red). He can then either validate the current design
(even if it is not fully realistic), or select more realistic con-
trollers.
5.2.2. Waterfall Segment Properties
The final step in the generation of the waterfall network is
to compute the last properties of each segment Si, i.e., its
speed δ, its riverbed width ε and depth ζ, from the slope
and flow information we have. We propose a resolution that
leads to satisfying results while being intuitive and fast to
compute. Our hypothesis is to consider the waterfall segment
as a closed pipe, with a constant flow and a triangular cross
section (Figure 8). In this case, the flow can be expressed by:
γ =
δ ε ζ
2
. (1)
Since we have one equation with three unknowns, and
complex inter-dependencies, a physically accurate solution
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should rely on strong assumptions, which cannot be justi-
fied in our context. Instead, we decided to solve the system
by providing simple and intuitive functions to compute these
variables.
We first propose to solve for the speed as a simple lin-
ear function of slope s: δ = ks, k ∈ R+. Then, we set the
depth as a function fd of the width and of the segment type
as: ζ = fd(ε,γ). Note that our slope constraint enforces that
s> 0 everywhere for a waterfall segment. We used k= 10 in
all our scenes. In our prototype, we use only one profile func-
tion, fd(ε,γ) =
1
2 γ. Applying Equation (1), it is now possible
to compute the width and to deduce the depth value.
While simple, our model efficiently provides plausible re-
sults using intuitive parameters. In Figure 9, the procedural
component of our modeling system correctly handles a re-
duction of the input flow: when the upstream flow is man-
ually reduced, the following free-fall flow reduces accord-
ingly. The subsequent nodes in the graph are then affected.
Note how the type of the outgoing element automatically
changes, i.e., from ledge to plunge. Note that nothing pre-
vents our method from being extended to account for more
complex river profiles, e.g., as introduced by Génevaux et
al. [GGG∗13].
Figure 9: Varying the flow within a graph. The water-
fall elements are changed automatically, in conformity with
the classification, and the visual aspects are immediately
adapted to the changes.
6. Terrains Adapting to Waterfalls
In this section, we discuss how to adapt the terrain to the
waterfalls. First, we generate the waterfall integration mesh
(Section 6.1), then we use it to generate vectorial constraints
to deform the terrain (Section 6.2) and to generate additional
maps (Section 6.3). The latter are used for the visual integra-
tion of the waterfall (e.g., texture changes on the terrain and
on the waterfall) and for the generation of procedural deco-
rations.
6.1. Integration Mesh Generation
The integration mesh is a 3Dmesh defining the waterfall sur-
face. It is composed of the surface meshes for all waterfall
elements (Figure 10), which are generated using the water-
fall network trajectories and the widths of the elements.
The meshes for the contact elements are computed by
extruding the width ε along the segment trajectories. We
carefully handle the meshing connections at branch intersec-
tions, so no meshes overlap one another. Free-fall meshes are
extruded from the borders of their incoming segments (e.g.,
pool borders) and follow the free-fall element curve. Pool
meshes are simply triangulated from their contours.
contact
pool
free-fall
branch
Figure 10: Integration mesh composed by the individual wa-
terfall element meshes.
6.2. Constraint-based Terrain Deformation
The terrain is stored as a heightfield, on which a deformation
map (displacement map) is applied to adapt the terrain to wa-
terfalls. This deformation map is computed using a Poisson
solution applied to vectorial constraints, as inspired by the
terrain modeling method of Hnaidi et al. [HGA∗10]. How-
ever, our solution differs from theirs in that it propagates
deformations (i.e., height differences) instead of heights,
and it generates three different types of constraints (border,
riverbed, and overhang) using our procedural model. As a
result of our approach, small details on the original terrain
will remain on the terrain after deformation.
Border constraints. These constraints force the water to
naturally follow waterfall trajectories, by defining height
and gradient constraints on the mesh contour (Figure 11(top
left)).
Let Ω be the contour of the integration mesh (Figure 12).
For each point p = (x,y,z) ∈ Ω, we define d as the differ-
ence between the terrain height h and the height at the point,
i.e., d = z− h(x,y) (Figure 11(top center)). The difference
d is the value that will be diffused within our solver of con-
straints. We also diffuse a gradient constraint to ensure that
the neighborhood of the terrain just outside of the waterfall is
higher than its border. Please refer to Hnaidi et al. [HGA∗10]
for more details about the diffusion algorithm.
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d
Figure 11: Border and riverbed constraints. Top left: Border
constraints. Center: Riverbed constraints. Right: Final ter-
rain. Bottom left: Original terrain. Right: Deformed terrain
with apparent riverbed.
p

x
y
Figure 12: Integration mesh borders.
Riverbed constraints. The border constraints do not pro-
vide any control on the river profile, which should be a func-
tion of the river type (see Génevaux et al. [GGG∗13]). For
this reason, riverbed constraints are added.
For a given point x located inside the waterfall border (see
Figure 12), we create a height constraint based on its dis-
tance to y ∈ Ω, the nearest point of the border, to which
a profile function fd is applied. The operation is repeated
on a dense sampling basis. This defines a set of additional
elevation constraints processed using our solver (see Fig-
ure 11(bottom)).
Overhang constraints. In order to create overhangs, we
generate a horizontal displacement map based on the same
diffusion technique. This map is then used to deform the ter-
rain, as presented by Gamito and Musgrave [GM01].
Along the border at the top of a free-fall, we set a displace-
ment constraint λu, where u is the free-fall direction and λ a
constant defined by the user. In addition, we set a displace-
ment constraint −λu along the border of the receiving pool,
under the free-fall.
As shown in Figure 13, these two constraints generate a
flipped “S” curve, with the top of the overhang extending
out of the terrain in the direction of the flow, and the bottom
of the receiving pool extending into the cliff, due to erosion
and falling rocks.
Figure 13: Top: Horizontal constraints modeling overhangs.
Bottom: Free-fall without and with an overhang.
6.3. Procedural Decoration
To improve the integration of the waterfall into the terrain,
we use several procedural decoration maps, generated us-
ing the footprint of the integration mesh and the waterfall
elements type (Figure 16). A decoration map is computed
by rendering the integration mesh viewed from above into
a texture, similar to the road footprints of Bruneton and
Neyret [BN08]. During this process, we render each sub-
mesh in a grey-scale map, depending on its type and on the
map that is being computed.
Terrain decorations. Terrain decorations are generated us-
ing the water map, which corresponds to the integration
mesh footprint. This map is used to mask the procedural
seeding of trees and plants to prevent a generation within
the water surface, and also to change the terrain texture to,
for instance, a bedrock one.
Water decorations. Table 1 lists a set of parameter values
depending on the waterfall type. By using these values as
greyscale values during the map computations, we generate
a foam map, a rock map, and a disturbance map. The foam
map identifies the presence of foam on the water surface and
is used to select the water diffuse texture; the rock map in-
dicates the density of rocks to generate; and the disturbance
map, the amplitude of the waves on the water surface (Fig-
ure 14). The variation of values depending on the waterfall
type allows increases of the visual difference between them,
and improves the appearance of the scene. Note that some
filtering is applied to these maps to reduce visible transitions
between different types.
Speed map. The speed map is a texture that represents the
2D speed of all water in contact with the terrain in the scene.
It is used for animating the textures of the water surface.
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Figure 14: Using the integration mesh and the waterfall types, we generate various maps used to render the waterfalls.
Figure 15 shows how the speed of the water is computed de-
pending on the type of the segment. We use three different
approaches to compute the surface speed of contacts, pools,
and branches. For a contact, the speed at point x is given by
δx = δc
(
1− ‖x−c‖
‖b−c‖
)
where c and b are the projections of
x along the cross section on the main axis and on the shore
respectively. For a pool, a fixed number of 2D fluid simu-
lation steps [Sta99] are evaluated. For branches, we use 2D
interpolation based on a standard technique of weighting by
the inverse distance, where each point pi is considered as a
velocity constraint δi. The speed within a branch is given by
δx = ∑i ωi δi. Interpolation weights ωi are computed using
the equation:
ωi =
ω˜i
∑i ω˜i
ω˜i = ∏
j
(
1−
‖x−pi‖
‖p j−pi‖
)
.
Figure 15: Internal speed computation for a contact (left), a
pool (center), and a branch (right).
7. Implementation and Results
The system is implemented in C++, using OpenGL and
GLSL Compute Shaders. The computations are performed
on an NVidia 660GTX GPU and an Intel R© Xeon R© E5-1650
CPU, running at 3.20 GHz with 16 GB of memory. The sys-
tem uses two threads: one CPU thread for the interface and
computation control, and one CPU/GPU thread for the GPU
computations and rendering.
Rendering. The waterfalls in our editor are rendered in real
time using the integration mesh and the parameter maps
computed earlier (Figure 14). We use the technique of “tiled
Figure 16: Incremental representation of procedural dec-
orations. In usual order: Terrain only, adding rocks, water,
foam, speed map, final result with vegetation.
directional flow” [vH11] for the animation of both the nor-
mal texture of the waves and the diffuse texture of the foam.
The splashes at the bottom of the falls are rendered using
particles emitted from the free-fall ends.
Evaluation. Figures 17 and 18 show an overview of our
system under editing, with different stages described in the
caption of the figure. An accompanying video gives a much
better understanding of our system in action, and illustrates
several of the features described in the previous sections.
In Figure 1, we show a photo of a real waterfall network,
and the result of a 10-minute session with our modeling sys-
tem; we started with a terrain resembling the original real
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Figure 17: Overview of the system. Top: Original terrain (left), creating the waterfall network (right). Middle: Generating the
control mesh and deducing the types (left), resolving the speeds (right). Bottom: Adapted terrain (left), the final scene (right).
terrain, but without riverbeds. The figure shows that coherent
waterfalls similar to those on the photo can be easily mod-
eled, while guaranteeing their physical plausibility.
We organized a user modeling session with two experi-
enced digital artists. After a 20-minute training period, they
were both able to create waterfall scenes such as the water-
fall presented in Figure 19, all in under 30 minutes.
We asked to reproduce the scene of Figure 1 with classical
modeling tools, such as Autodesk R© Maya R©, it took them
more than two days to reach an equivalent level of detail for
both the waterfall and terrain deformation; the longest part
being the manual deformation of the heightfield to match the
waterfall mesh. Of course, Maya R© has not been designed
to specifically model waterfalls, but this preliminary exper-
iment shows how specialized tools can be beneficial. The
artists were pleased by the ease of use of our system and its
efficiency. However, they expressed a desire for finer control
over the result.
Performance. Our system generates a complex waterfall
network over a terrain in a few seconds (see Table 2). The
number of elements does not have a huge impact on the com-
putation time. Indeed, most of our algorithm uses a fixed-
size grid, so its complexity is independent of the number
of waterfall elements. When increasing the number of ele-
ments, only the time for mesh generation, the riverbed con-
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Figure 18: Another example of waterfall scene. Top left: Controller network. Top right: Integration mesh with types. Bottom
left: Deformed terrain. Bottom right: Final scene.
Figure 19: Waterfalls modeled by one of our digital artists.
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straints dense sampling (sub-part of the terrain deformation
algorithm), and the internal speed computation of pool vary
noticeably.
In order to ensure the consistency of our results, each time
an element is modified by the user, we reperform all compu-
tations. Many simple optimizations can readily detect what
needs to be recomputed, and thus greatly improve the effi-
ciency of our system; however, we felt that any such opti-
mizations were not necessary in the current version of our
prototype.
# Computation time in ms
Fig. n G W M Terrain Speed Maps Proc.
1 36 2 2 112 758 258 428 284
17 17 1 1 177 677 384 404 297
18 29 1 1 77 871 264 494 324
19 26 1 2 30 1115 284 482 302
Table 2: From left to right, the columns of the table list
the figure number and the number of waterfall controllers,
followed by computation times for the hydraulic graph gen-
eration (G), waterfall network generation (W), mesh gener-
ation (M), terrain adaptation using a 2048× 2048 resolu-
tion, speed map generation, details map (foam, disturbance,
and rocks) generation, and procedural detail generation.
Limitations. The first limitation of our method is that the
terrain is only adapted locally, and therefore does not pre-
serve any global hydraulic properties. Indeed, a waterfall
network can be created at an unplausible location on the
terrain, failing to respect natural river paths shaped by the
terrain slope. While this may lead to unplausible terrains, it
also gives more artistic freedom to the user, which we feel is
an important property of our system.
The heightfield representation of the terrain is an-
other limitation, as it prevents the creation of caves and
underground waterfalls, although horizontal displacement
maps [GM01] enable us to create overhangs. With support
for stack-based terrains [PGGM09], our system could han-
dle more complex terrain elements.
In addition, our adaptation method relies on a grid-based
algorithm, which limits its application to relatively small ter-
rains. In our examples, we used a 2048× 2048 grid with a
resolution of 10 pixels per meter. We could adapt our method
to multi-scale editing and rendering [YNBH09], by divid-
ing the terrain into several tiles, each calculated indepen-
dently [ŠBBK08], but we have not yet done so.
Moreover, the recursive nature of our algorithm limits the
adaptation of paths in complex cases. Consequently, a good
position selection at a given step does not imply a good po-
sition for the final shape. For instance, if there are too many
obstacles on the path, the heuristic will select a point to avoid
them globally, but this selection may prevent further steps to
avoid them. A solution inspired by algorithms for procedural
roads [GPMG10], should be applicable to procedural river
trajectories.
Finally, even if our algorithm supports interactive flow
variations that change waterfall geometry and its adaptation
to the terrain, we do not support a flow variation without
changing the terrain adaptation. For example a drying-out
waterfall or a river flood cannot be modeled at this moment
with our system.
8. Conclusion
We presented the first interactive procedural modeling sys-
tem for the design of waterfalls. Our system relies on a tight
coupling of automatic generation and user interaction, where
complex constraints and tedious tasks are handled by the
procedural component of the system while enabling global
and local user control. This leads to an improved user expe-
rience and the possibility for more creative modeling.
A number of aspects of our method are dedicated to
the special case of waterfalls, including their categorization
based on the slope-flow graph, and adapted tools for their in-
teractive modeling. In fact, we are the first to present a sys-
tem for the interactive design of coherent waterfalls. How-
ever, the methodology for the design of our system, with
notably the way we interleave high-level user control with
automatic processes to check consistency and add details,
could be generalized to the modeling of many other natural
sceneries, as well as to even less natural complex models.
Future work could focus on the preservation of the hy-
draulic properties of the terrain during its deformation, or
tackle the development of volumetric algorithms allowing
the creation of truly 3D waterfall networks.
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